Relasticity of knowledge

Abstract
The discussion pages of Wikipedia reflect the ongoing interest to define and sharpen terms and definitions. In reference to the topic of Ars Electronica 2012 we encounter a dilution of perceived standards and structures. Boundaries of meanings and definitions are blurred, flexible interpretations, heterogeneous needs and expectations can be observed. Through this openness new insights and structures become possible, new translations can be made. The research project oscillates in this specific stress field of human culture which is the organisation of knowledge. It is an artistic research and exploration to approach and investigate an idea of (r)elasticity within culture and the development of a methodology for the research question:

How to cope with current sociological areas of instability and flux in human culture and how to take into account that we are part of changing, flexible networks with an increasing dissolution of structures, meanings and definitions?
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Introduction
WikiSym 2012 is organized by Ars Electronica and Open Commons Region Linz. The conference Ars Electronica 2012 asks for the Big Picture and new concepts for a New World. The festival website states: “What we need is a broader, more open-minded perspective that enables us to peer beyond the boundaries of our habitual ways of doing things, our specialized disciplines and our conventional ideologies, and that can also visualize the pluralism and the inherent contradictions of our modern, globally networked world. A new Big Picture that is no longer from a centralized point of view and isn’t projected out of the centre of a global force but is instead a patchwork of diverse positions.”

Organisation of knowledge
Wikis can therefore serve as a possible model for the Big Picture as wikis are reflecting these dynamics of
renewability, diversity, extendibility and connectivity. Wikis are templates for the organisation of knowledge. In contrast to a monocultural view of rational knowledge, Diderot and d’Alembert described different forms of knowledge in their *Encyclopédie* from 1750. The structural and modular organisation of knowledge is continued in *Wikipedia*’s content, organised within portals and categories.

**Partial, situated, interpretive, transformed**

Every organisation of knowledge, depending on different modules and processes can be described as relational, partial and situated (Haraway 1988, Barad 2003). In my research, I argue that the principle of elasticity is necessary in our understanding and therefore in an idea of a Big Picture to be able to switch, link and negotiate between partial, situated information and furthermore to apply the knowledge to a respective situation. The area of interest is therefore the modularizing, fragmenting, conditioning and regulating character of inscription devices determined through technology such as protocols, templates, categories and measurement instruments. Latour speaks in this regards from a turn of matter of facts to matter of concern. In my research I take this a step further and explore the matter of interpretation, transformation and elasticity of knowledge.

*Wikipedia* separates the discussion from the article itself, but allows access to the background information of the discussion. This allows for an observable process of the convergent, commonly edited information within *Wikipedia*. *Wikipedia* is based on a structure, which allows it to stretch, extend and grow. As human language and naming conventions are not exact and accurate, different strategies are required to avoid vagueness. The separation of the article and the discussion pages is one main design principle, which gives room for sense making, argumentation and discourse on one side versus the current state of information and facts on the other side. The interest in my research is on these pages of discussion and *talk*, the multiple versions of entries and documents with multiple ascriptions and recontextualizations. These are the pages where subjective, personal points of views for respective selection and phrasing become visible; these are the areas where different viewpoints, background information, considerations and negotiations become apparent. Knowledge and facts are organised in relation, never alone and never autonomous. The pages facilitate discussion and represent the moments of negotiation. This allows for a holistic approach of documentation within an interpretative dialogue, which is made comprehensible to a wider community.

**Goals**

The aim of my research is the exploration of conventions of knowing. I am looking into the processes of conventionalization of knowledge organisation as these processes are constituent for our construction of reality. In my practice based research I examine situations when we twist things to make them fit certain patterns, expectations and standards. Technology and media make it possible to express and work with the vital agency of information (Bennett 2003). The research is therefore a philosophical investigation in the relasticity of knowledge. The discussion pages of wikis capture invisible patterns during the organisation and structuring of knowledge. The outcome of my research will offer new, elastic ways of reading and understanding within the production and organisation of
information. Focus of the research is on the subjectivity of knowledge representation and the aesthetic of transformation of knowledge as a matter of interpretation. The range of meaning is extended through the discussion pages.

The research points to a specific aesthetic of the Big Picture communicating aspects of elasticity of knowledge through

- Connectivity
- Multiplicity
- Diversity
- Modularity
- Subjectivity

(R)elasticity serves as a performative metaphor pointing to these facets of knowledge and understanding. The background information of Wikipedia allows for a new room of interpretation and viewpoints. Elements and parts of different stories, exchanges and discussions will be taken as material for newly organised, linked information in form of a novel. Remarks and statements will be connected differently to offer an open-minded way of looking at this big undertaking, while revealing background information and allowing new insights. This artist based project is about making sense of current complexity and potential disorder and highlights its usefulness and usability. The artistic, practice based research is questioning conventions and standards. It looks into alternatives and possible strategies in the attempt to provoke different perspectives and subtle destabilizations. There is no such thing as accuracy and exactness. Instead, the inaccuracy gives room for development and innovation. I am interested in processes of conditioning, the assignment of meaning and translation.

I develop my argument of elasticity within the formation of a worldview by investigating in the specific area of standards and interpretation, suggesting that man-made decisions and organisations of knowledge are not as rigid, infallible and axiomatic as confirmed in standards and conventions. In the attempt to work and manage the complexity, multiplicity and heterogeneity of human culture a library of disciplines, rules and units has been created. The research is making aware of these structures by questioning and analysing the forces through the practice of destabilization of meanings and the remix of background discussions.

**Expectation and contribution**

By taking part at the WikiSym 2012 conference I’m getting the possibility to be exposed and be part of an agile process of exchange and transition of knowledge. Through my artistic practice based approach in the areas of technology and language I’m offering different angles of knowing. At the same time I’m actively involved in the development of understanding and the interpretation in a wider community. Personally I’m hoping to be able to foster my knowledge of theories and concepts in the area of collaborative and participatory processes.

The proposed approach with presentation, discussion and mentoring support allows for an active, direct exchange and the development of ideas from different point of views. This makes an integrative pluralist
approach possible while still being focussed and framed by fundamental propositions developed by WikiSym.

I am hoping for further exchange and collaboration with international researchers and peers even after the event.

**figure 1.** Prototype of an elastic measure tape as example for the destabilsation of standards.

**figure 2:** Examples of content of discussion pages. This kind of material will the base for a new novel.

WE DON'T HAVE ANY LOCAL EDITER THAT HAS THE 'MOVE / TAG' DROPDOWN ACCESS YET, BECAUSE WE ARE SO NEW TO WIKI. THANK YOU AGAIN. (I'm not screaming...just trying to get some help).

Perhaps if someone who can read Turkish could shed some light, it might be salvageable. Or maybe not, considering the page has been created and deleted nine times on the Turkish Wikipedia. XXX (talk) 08:22, DD Month 2012 (UTC)

**Weak Keep** - You seem to be mistaking this website for Winnerpedia.

Hello, could i please have advice about **assembling the cleaning parts.** Any instruction would be appreciated. Thank you — Preceding unsigned comment added by XXX (talk) 15:06, DD Month 2012 (UTC)

Yes, carefully take the thing apart and **take the bits to your local waste disposal site.** Then **buy a Dyson.** — Preceding unsigned comment added by XXX (talk) 21:30, DD Month 2012 (UTC)

I do not recall adding this comment. I notice it was auto signed by a 'XXX'? Is it possible that this bot has mistaken me for somebody else? **I read the talk on this article, but I can't remember making this comment (unless I was very drunk at the time - which is possible).** It is rather witty though, so I don't mind too much. XXX (talk) 18:08, DD Month 2012 (UTC)

It was your account—you can see by looking in the history. So, either you were drunk, or someone was on your PC. -- XXX (talk) 19:06, DD Month 2012 (UTC)
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